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SELF-POTENTIAL SURVEY AT THE CERRO PRIETO GEOTHERMAL FIELq, 
BAJA CALIFORNIA, MEXICO 
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Sergio Diaz C. and J6rge Rodriguez B. 
Comision Federal de Electricidad, Mexical i, Baja California, Mexico 

I nt roduc t ion 

In December 1977, t~IO self-potential survey 
Jines were run acros~ the producing area of the 
Cerro Prieto geothermal field, located about 30 km 
south of Mexicali, Baja Cal ifornia, Mexico. The 
purpose of the survey was to determine whether sig
nificant self-potential variations were related to 
the known geothermal activity. 

Instrumentation and Measurement Procedure 

Self-potential measurements were made using 
copper-copDer sulfate electrodes and a Fluke model 
8020A digital multimeter. A "leapfrog" survey 
technique, in which the leading and trail ing elec
trodes of a short measuring dipole are alternated 
to reduce cumulative error due to electrode polar
ization, was used, and the polarization of the sur
vey electrodes was checked periodically in a bath 
of copper sulfate solution. Dipole spacing was 
100 m on 1 ine B-B' and 150 m on I ine A-A'. The 
potential at the 0 km point on line B-B' was ar
bitrarily set equal to zero, and all other poten
tials on both 1 ines refer to this point. Telluric 
current variations were recorded continuously 
across a stationary dipole located 'between 0 and 
250 mW on I'ine, B-B'. 

Survey Results 

, The locations of the survey I ines are shown 
in Fig. 1.' The tortuous course of line B-B' was 
necessitated by the presence of nUmerous irrigation 
canals to the east of the railroad tracks. The 
self-potential data for lineA-A'areshOl·m in 
Fig. 2, together with a geologic cross-section 
along a parallel 1 ine about 900 m to the southwest. 
The data for line B-B', projected onto a straight 
line parallel to aline connecting points Band B' 
in order to reduce scalar distortion, are shown in 
Fig. 3. Als.o shO\~n in Fig. 3 are a geologic cr05S
section along roughly the same straight line and an 
electrical model for the self-potential profile 
(discussed below). 

The most significant feature of the self
potential profile along line A-A' is the 150 mV 
potential decrease extending from about 2N to 5S. 
A similar 120 mV decrease, ~lith somel-Ihat greater 
slope, extends from about 0 to 4E on 1 ine B-8'. 
Except for a steep drop centered at about 5E, the 
potential on 1 ine B-B' appears to show a generally 
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Fig. 1. Self-potential survey 1 ines,. Cerro Prieto 
geothermal field, Baja California, Mexico. 

positive trend to the east beginning at about 4E. 
As the typical background noise level for the area 
is of the order of +5 to +10 mV (for example, be
tween 4N and 2N on A-A') ,-the 150 mV var i at i on on 
I ine A-A' and the 120 mV variation on 1 ine B-B' 
are well above the noise level. It is possible 
that th~se variations were caused by cumulative 
error, as the survey I ines were not run in closed 
loops. However, experience with the survey 
method used indicates .that loops of 5-10 km length 
usually close within 20 mV or less. 

Although the variation on line A-A' appears to 
be purely monocl inal, the profile on line B-B' 
appears to be returning to a possible zero level 
to the east. If we assume that both variations 
represent the flexural portions of very long
wavelength anomal ies, the variations may be re-
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Fig. 2. SeH-p'ote(ltial profile and geologic ,cr:oss-section for,line,A-A'. 
,(Cross-~ect ion' from Hanon, ~~., 1977.) 
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lated to thermal activity along the major faults at 
about 25 on line A-Jl.'(Fig. 2) and 2E on line B-8' 
(Fig. 3), I'lhich are thou'ght to act as conduits 
for the thermal fluids (Noble, ~., 1977). 

Fig. 3 illustrates one way by which elec
trical activity confined to a fault zone, maygener
ate anomal ies timilar to those seen on 1 ines A-A' 
and B-B'. The dashed 1 ine on the self-potential 
profile is the signal generated by the electrical 
model shown at the bottom of the figure, The key 
assumptions for the model are that, the activity 
is horizontally dip'ola'r) in nature, exte(lds to a 
depth of several km a'long the fault zone, and in
creases in magnitude with increasing depth, These 
assllmpt ions do not seem, to be, g,~o 1 o,g i ca 11 y un,.. 
reasonable. A di~ping fault ~Ian~, Or a ~hange 
in re~istivity acrossth~ f~~lt ~one, ~ouJd shift 
the ihfl(xtion point of ,the curve so that it is,' 
no long'erdi~ectly aboy~i:hefault. Also,theap
parent wa~ejengih of , the' anomaly will be Jncreased! 
if the travers~"is;notpe~p~ndicularto the strike 
of thefaldt.' This may be the caseon'line,A-A,', , 
where ihe siri~e of th~ fa~it 'cr~is~ng 'the l,jn~i~' 
not well establ ish~d. 

We have not made any assu'mpti'ons about'the 
source~f the electrical activity ,in thefau].t 
zone. Scuh a~tivitY,may be. generaied ,by a flow, 
of fluid in ,the faulS z0(lC (eleci:rokin~ti~cou- , 
pI ing) or by the ,elevated temp~rature ,of ,the j" 

thermal fluid Ithermoelettric coupling\ (Corwi~~ 
1976). Analytical techn,iqlles for' rerating thermal 
and electrica,l 'act.ivity are presently being de
veloped" and w~JI be appl ied to the Cerro Prieto 
case once more complete field data are obtain'ed 
(in the spring 'ofI978)~ 

Conclusions 

Large-ampl itude, 'long-wavelength self-p'Otential 
anomal ies are seen in the Cerro Prieto qeothermal 
field. The inflection points of the anomalies ' 
are roughly·centered over,' two major faults thought 
to act as, condui,ts'for the thermal fluids, and the 
form of the anomal iesindicates that they may be 
generated by electrical 'activity extending to a 
depth of ,several km'along thefaul:t zones. Thus, 
self-potential measuremehts may be helpful,in' 
tracingthermal.ly ac,tive fault zones' in the,Cerro 
Pr i eto', area., 
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Fig. 3. Self-potential (projected onto a straight 1 ine), geologic cross-section (from Manon, et al., 
1977), and electrical model for. line B"'"B'. The dashed line on the self-potential proTfT"e"is 
generated by the electrical model, which consists of a vertical sequence of current dipoles, each 
of magnitude (~58.76 z) amps, where z is the depth of th'e dipole in km. 
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